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The fifth volume in Starr's classic history of California, The Dream Endures shows how
Californians rebounded from the Great Depression to emerge in the 1930s into what is now
known as "the good life." Starr illustrates the ways the good life prospered in California--in film,
fiction, leisure, and architecture. Starr looks at the newly important places where Californians
lived out this sunny lifestyle: areas like Los Angeles (where Hollywood lived), Palm Springs
(where Hollywood vacationed), San Diego (where the Navy went), the California Institute of
Technology in Pasadena (where Einstein changed his view of the universe), and college towns
like Berkeley. "In this, more than any other of Starr's monumental California histories, we see
the stirrings of uniqueness in the social and cultural evolution of California. Starr's theme is
relevant to all of America and the national destiny."--Neil Morgan, San Diego Union-Tribune
"Enormously sensitive and moving. Social and cultural history doesn't get any better."--San
Francisco Chronicle "In his monumental continuing study of California, Kevin Starr belongs in
the company of the best."--Herbert Gold, Los Angeles Times Book Review
Kevin Starr is the foremost chronicler of the California dream and indeed one of the finest
narrative historians writing today on any subject. The first two installments of his monumental
cultural history, "Americans and the California Dream," have been hailed as "mature, wellproportioned and marvelously diverse (and diverting)" (The New York Times Book Review) and
"rich in details and alive with interesting, and sometimes incredible people" (Los Angeles
Times). Now, in Material Dreams, Starr turns to one of the most vibrant decades in the Golden
State's history, the 1920s, when some two million Americans migrated to California, the vast
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majority settling in or around Los Angeles. In a lively and eminently readable narrative, Starr
reveals how Los Angeles arose almost defiantly on a site lacking many of the advantages
required for urban development, creating itself out of sheer will, the Great Gatsby of American
cities. He describes how William Ellsworth Smyth, the Peter the Hermit of the Irrigation
Crusade, the self-educated, Irish engineer William Mulholland (who built the main aquaducts to
Los Angeles), and George Chaffey (who diverted the Colorado River, transforming desert into
the lush Imperial Valley) brought life-supporting water to the arid South. He examines the
discovery of oil, the boosters and land developers, the evangelists (such as Bob Shuler, the
Methodist Savanarola of Los Angeles, and Aimee Semple McPherson), and countless other
colorful figures of the period. There are also fascinating sections on the city's architecture the
impact of the automobile on city planning, the Hollywood film community, the L.A. literati, and
much more. By the end of the decade, Los Angeles had tripled in population and become the
fifth largest city in the nation. In Material Dreams, Starr captures this explosive growth in a
narrative tour de force that combines wide-ranging scholarship with captivating prose.
In a bid to escape their dying world the Cad a Hoi send out dreaming stones across the galaxy.
Some are found by the Taff-Taff while out in space dredging for materials with which to build
new realms around their sun. But something goes wrong, bringing terrible consequences. The
Realm of Agryen para Noranach becomes infected by ghouls and is ruled by fear and
superstition. The Taff-Taff, unlike the Cad a Hoi, do not dream except for some children who,
considered possessed, are doomed to a grisly end at the hands of the fanatical Archimandrite.
Hope lies in the young Infanta, Tiopany Agryen. Aided by a strange apparition she meets in
dreams Tiopany embarks on a quest to save her people. The dangers escalate as she grows
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to womanhood and the forces of the evil Archimandrite mount against her. Tiopany struggles to
understand her mission. Who is her guardian angel, what is meant by the enclosure where she
must lead her people, and, more importantly, who can she trust?
Hermead of Surazeus is an epic poem about the development of philosophy over 600 years in
the lives and ideas of 26 of the greatest philosophers who contributed to the growth of
civilization. This single volume edition presents in 126,680 lines of pentameter blank verse the
tales of Hermes, Prometheus, Kadmos, Asklepios, Zethos Hesiodos, Thales, Anaximandros,
Pythagoras, Herakleitos, Parmenides, Anaxagoras, Empedokles, Leukippos, Philolaos,
Demokritos, Aristokles Platon, Aristoteles, Demetrios Phalereus, Epikouros, Arkhimedes,
Ktesibios, Eratosthenes, Krates, Hipparkhos, Philodemos, and Lucretius.
Demonstrates how Beowulf's symbolic system reveals itself through the metaphorical workings
of the Old English words, and how the poem might have been experienced and interpreted by
the Anglo-Saxons in the light of other Old English poems.
Biographical sketches and selections of poetry from over one hundred American poets
including Anne Bradstreet, Lydia Maria Child, Lucy Carion, and Harriet Beecher Stowe.
This is an omnibus collection of the novels Ancient Ruins, Spells of Old, and Halls of Power.
The collection has been revised and has several expanded scenes, but is largely the same. I
must note that this book is dark fantasy, with an emphasis on dark. Ancient Ruins: Sistina
awakened after millennia of dormancy, her memories in tatters and born anew. Residing in the
ruins of an ancient city, she finds herself drawn into a war between two elven nations and the
slaver kingdom of Kelvanis when she rescues a princess from slavery. With her domain
containing hints of forgotten knowledge, Sistina becomes a dungeon, stronghold, and source
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of hope all at once. And perhaps, just perhaps, she could finally find love in her new life. Spells
of Old: Having successfully driven off an assault and freed captives of Kelvanis, Sistina begins
fortifying to defend those she cares about from further attacks. Yet with all her power within her
halls, she cannot grant those under her protection true freedom. To truly bring hope to her
love, Sistina must delve into who she once was, and bring forth every scrap of magic she has
to become a shining beacon of hope. Sadly, Kelvanis' plans are only mildly impeded by her
efforts up until now, and they will stop at nothing to bring their ends about. The only question
is, whose side is time on? Halls of Power: Having rocked the world via high magic that was
believed lost, the dungeon Sistina has shown her power at last, as she has done everything in
her power to protect those that she loves. Crowned queen of the new city of Beacon, Phynis
Constella is searching for allies as full-scale war erupts between her homeland of Sifaren and
the fell nation of Kelvanis. Each side must use everything in their power to defeat the other, but
with the threat of the goddess Tyria looming, there can be only one victor. Long-waiting plans
at last are rising to a head, and even Sistina is uncertain of whether or not she can survive
them. But for her beloved Queen, she is willing to risk anything.
Conceptions of Dreaming from Homer to 1800 traces the history of ideas about dreaming
during the period when the admonitory dream was the main focus of learned interest—from the
Homeric epics through the Renaissance—and the period when it began to become a secondary
focus—the eighteenth century. The book also considers the two most important dream theorists
at the turn of the twentieth century, Sigmund Freud and Sante de Sanctis. While Freud is
concerned with questions of what a dream means and how to interpret it, de Sanctis offers a
synthesis of nineteenth-century research into what a dream is and represents the
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Enlightenment transition from particular facts to general laws.

Unlocking the Dream Vision: The secret history of creation will take you on a
profound journey into the mysterious mystical esoteric symbolism of the largely
forgotten Dream Vision that is buried deep within the ancient Book of Enoch. It is
a unique and captivating journey that reveals one of the most heretical,
blasphemous, and controversial accounts of creation ever told, for both believer
and skeptic. Within its pages you will learn of the ancient system of mystical
symbolism and initiation that was born in the religious temples that ruled the citystates of the first civilizations. You will also be introduced to the radical
2,000-year-old theory from the legendary Library of Alexandria that the true story
of our own mysterious origins lays within the system of allegories and mystical
symbolism of the mythologies and sacred writings of the ancient world. A system
that was first created by the professional class of writers known as the scribes, in
order to conceal and protect the forbidden knowledge of the gods and the secret
history of creation itself. By using this non-traditional approach, you will discover
how the highly symbolic Dream Vision, written by the righteous scribe and
mysterious lost prophet of the Bible, Enoch, is the key to unlocking this ancient
system of mystical symbolism and the secret history of humanity. It is the same
secret that is still hidden within the symbolism of the mysterious esoteric
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brotherhoods, secret societies, and hidden orders of the world. It is through this
exceptional system of mystical symbolism created by the ancient scribes that the
origin and true meaning to all the mystical symbols, like the pentagram, the allseeing-eye, and the unfinished pyramid, are revealed. You will also learn the
answers to some of the greatest mysteries concerning the biblical story. For you
will find that the mystical symbolism of the Dream Vision contains the secrets of
the Watchers, the Giants, the great Flood of Noah, and so many more mysteries,
which are uncovered for the first time. Not only are the hidden secrets of the
Bible uncovered through the mystical symbolism, but it will also reveal the
greatest secrets of mythology and the ancient world. You will understand the
secret meaning to the ever-famous symbol of the Bull, the Twin Brothers of
legend, and even the monsters of myth like the terrible Hydra. You will even learn
the real reason why the Great Pyramid was built, the real secret of the Pleiades
cluster, the lost city of Atlantis, and the other mysterious lost civilizations of the
Ice Age; moreover, with the conclusive evidence of the terrible cataclysm that
befell them all. You will also be presented with an entirely new theory on the
identity and true origins of the mysterious figures our ancient ancestors
worshiped as the 'gods' without invoking ancient aliens or endless religious
speculation.
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Lin Yi accidentally crossed over to a foreign world and became a good-fornothing youth. He relied on the benefits of being a Transcender of Light to rise to
prominence. He slaughtered gods and buddhas along the way, and even shook
the nine heavens ...
She's a brilliant alchemist--with a talent for solving mysteries. Miriam bat Isaac is
a budding scholar in first-century CE Alexandria, though her dreams seem
doomed. Who in her household or among her father's Shabbat guests stole the
scrolls containing the Alchemical League's valuable formulas? Perhaps the thief
was even her frantic father, on the cusp of financial ruin, eager for Miriam to end
her dalliance with a handsome jeweler and marry into an honorable and wealthy
family. Or her rebellious brother, intent on raising money to travel to Capua so he
can enroll in the Roman Empire's most renowned gladiator school. Or her fainthearted fiancé, who begrudges her preoccupation with alchemy and yearns for
their forthcoming marriage? And how did the thief manage to steal them? Miriam
is not only faced with a baffling puzzle, but, to recover the scrolls, she must stalk
the culprit through the sinister alleys of Alexandria's claustrophobic underbelly.
The Romans who keep a harsh watch over her Jewish community are trouble
enough. Miriam is based on the true personage of Maria Hebrea, the legendary
founder of Western alchemy, who developed the concepts and apparatus
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alchemists and chemists would use for 1500 years. June Trop lives with her
husband Paul Zuckerman in New Paltz, where she is breathlessly recording the
story of her plucky heroine's next life-or-death exploit. The Deadliest Lie is her
first novel. The Deadliest Hate won Honorable Mention for fiction at the 2016
New York Book Festival.
Een gewoonte voltrekt zich in onze hersenen in niet meer dan drie stappen: de
aansporing (ik heb een vieze smaak in mijn mond) gevolgd door de
routinehandeling (ik neem een kauwgommetje) resulterend in de beloning (dat is
lekker fris!). Je bewust worden van dit proces is een sleutel tot succes op vele
gebieden: het kan de productiviteit op je werk verhogen en je creativiteit
vergroten.
Looks at twelve residences, including Windsor Castle, the Alhambra,
Neuschwanstein Castle, the Palace of Versailles, Topkapi, and Hearst Castle
For more than twenty years, Tim Grove has worked at the most popular history
museums in the United States, helping millions of people get acquainted with the
past. This book translates that experience into an insider’s tour of some of the
most interesting moments in American history. Grove’s stories are populated
with well-known historical figures such as John Brown, Charles Lindbergh,
Meriwether Lewis, William Clark, and Sacagawea—as well as the not-so-famous.
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Have you heard of Mary Pickersgill, seamstress of the Star-Spangled Banner
flag? Grove also has something to say about a few of our cherished myths, for
instance, the lore surrounding Betsy Ross and Eli Whitney. Grove takes readers
to historic sites such as Harpers Ferry, Fort McHenry, the Ulm Pishkun buffalo
jump, and the Lemhi Pass on the Lewis and Clark Trail and traverses time and
space from eighteenth-century Williamsburg to the twenty-first-century Kennedy
Space Center. En route from Cape Canaveral on the Atlantic to Cape
Disappointment on the Pacific, we learn about planting a cotton patch on the
National Mall, riding a high wheel bicycle, flying the transcontinental airmail route,
and harnessing a mule. Is history relevant? This book answers with a resounding
yes and, in the most entertaining fashion, shows us why.
With more than 250,000 copies sold, this classic exploration of dreams and how
to use them has been updated to reflect recent research on dreams and
dreaming.
Vinge's masterpieces together at last, in one epic volume The Hugo Award
winning A FIRE UPON THE DEEP and its epic companion novel A DEEPNESS
IN THE SKY, set in the same universe but 20,000 years earlier, were
benchmarks for SF in the last decade of the 20th century. In FIRE 'Vinge
presents a galaxy divided into Zones - regions where different physical
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constraints allow very different technological and mental possibilities. Earth
remains in the "Slowness" zone, where nothing can travel faster than light and
minds are fairly limited. The action of the book is in the "Beyond", where
translight travel and other marvels exist, and humans are one of many intelligent
species. One human colony has been experimenting to find a path to the
"Transcend", where intelligence and power are so great as to seem godlike.
Instead they release the Blight, an evil power, from a billion-year captivity.'
Publisher's Weekly In DEEPNESS, 'the story has the same sense of epic
vastness despite happening mostly in one isolated solar system. Here there's a
world of intelligent spider creatures who traditionally hibernate through the
"Deepest Darkness" of their strange variable sun's long "off" periods, when even
the atmosphere freezes. Now, science offers them an alternative. Meanwhile,
attracted by spider radio transmissions, two human starfleets come exploring merchants hoping for customers and tyrants who want slaves. Their inevitable
clash leaves both fleets crippled, with the power in the wrong hands, which leads
to a long wait in space until the spiders develop exploitable technology. Over the
years Vinge builds palpable tension through multiple storylines and characters.'
Dave Langford
“My tale starts with a ‘once upon a time’ — A long time ago, beings lived who could
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control the elements, immortality, and time. We called them gods and gave them our
worship. They played with us like toys, took our lives and sabotaged our love. Now, the
gods are myths. Stories in books—not to be confused with our modern world. I believed
this until I found myself tumbling into a dream. This dream takes me to another life. To
a forgotten time in a bloody age. I dream of Hades’s son and a lustful goddess. I dream
of limitless power and revolving time. I dream a death and love that was mine... My
name is Cara Wynter— and this is my story.” Cara Wynter is a literature student living
with her twin sister, Lily, in Fairhaven Washington. A daughter of witches, touch brings
Cara only pain, and dark visions of pasts and futures she can rarely change. Already
fighting to exist in her strange reality, she begins to crumble when the reoccurring
dreams of her own death begin. In a desperate attempt to unlock the secrets in the
violent images, she finds herself lost in a contest between love—and the will of the
ancient gods. With only forgotten memories and the pages of a book to guide her, she
struggles to understand her past and break a deadly curse. Cara must face her worst
fears—to save the soul of a god she has treasured for centuries, and a love she cannot
live without.
This book seeks to extend our understanding of Adolf Loos and his role in the struggle
to define the nature of modernity in Vienna at the turn of the nineteenth century.
"My American Harp" presents 1,169 poems written 2010-2014 by Surazeus that explore
what it means to be an American in the modern world of an interconnected global
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civilization.
A science journalist explores the latest research on dreams—how they work, what
they’re for, and how we can reap the benefits. While on a research trip in Peru, science
journalist Alice Robb became hooked on lucid dreaming—the uncanny phenomenon in
which a sleeping person can realize that they’re dreaming and even control the
dreamed experience. Finding these forays both puzzling and exhilarating, Robb dug
deeper into the science of dreams at an extremely opportune moment: just as
researchers began to understand why dreams exist. They aren’t just random events;
they have clear purposes. They help us learn and even overcome psychic trauma.
Robb draws on fresh and forgotten research, as well as her experience and that of
other dream experts, to show why dreams are vital to our emotional and physical
health. She explains how we can remember our dreams better—and why we should.
She traces the intricate links between dreaming and creativity, and even offers advice
on how we can relish the intense adventure of lucid dreaming for ourselves. Why We
Dream is both a cutting-edge examination of the meaning and purpose of our nightly
visions and a guide to changing our dream lives in order to make our waking lives
richer, healthier, and happier. “Robb offers a welcome antidote to the medicine
administered by most sleep gurus.” —New Yorker
Artemidorus' Oneirocritica ('The Interpretation of Dreams') is the only dream-book which
has been preserved from Graeco-Roman antiquity. Composed around AD 200, it
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comprises a treatise and manual on dreams, their classification, and the various
analytical tools which should be applied to their interpretation, making Artemidorus both
one of the earliest documented and arguably the single most important predecessor
and precursor of Freud. Artemidorus travelled widely through Greece, Asia, and Italy to
collect people's dreams and record their outcomes, in the process casting a vivid light
on social mores and religious beliefs in the Severan age: this volume, published as a
companion to the new translation of The Interpretation of Dreams by Martin Hammond
in the Oxford World's Classics series, aims to provide the non-specialist reader with a
readable and engaging road-map to this vast and complex text. It offers a detailed
analysis of Artemidorus' theory of dreams and the social function of ancient dreaminterpretation, while also aiming to foster an understanding of the ways in which
Artemidorus might be of interest to the cultural or social historian of the Graeco-Roman
world. Alongside chapters on Artemidorus' life, career, and world-view, it also provides
valuable insights into his conceptions of the human body, sexuality, the natural world,
and the gods; his attitudes towards Rome, the contemporary Greek polis, and the social
order; and his knowledge of Greek literature, myth, and history. In addition, its
accessible exploration of the differences and similarities between ancient traditions of
dream-analysis and modern psychoanalytic approaches will make this volume of
interest to anybody with an interest in the history of dreams and dream interpretation.
This volume sets out to discuss a crucial question for ancient comedy – what makes
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Aristophanes funny? Too often Aristophanes' humour is taken for granted as merely a
tool for the delivery of political and social commentary. But Greek Old Comedy was
above all else designed to amuse people, to win the dramatic competition by making
the audience laugh the hardest. Any discussion of Aristophanes therefore needs to take
into account the ways in which his humour actually works. This question is addressed in
two ways. The first half of the volume offers an in-depth discussion of humour theory –
a field heretofore largely overlooked by classicists and Aristophanists – examining
various theoretical models within the specific context of Aristophanes' eleven extant
plays. In the second half, contributors explore Aristophanic humour more practically,
examining how specific linguistic techniques and performative choices affect the
reception of humour, and exploring the range of subjects Aristophanes tackles as
vectors for his comedy. A focus on performance shapes the narrative, since humour
lives or dies on the stage – it is never wholly comprehensible on the page alone.
This title was first published in 1980: This volume analyzes Japan's industrial
organization both from a historical perspective and by looking in details at specific
industries such as iron, steel and the automotive industry. Big business, business
groups and industrial policy are also discussed. The volume also provides a survey of
the literature in Japanese which will help the reader in search of original sources.
A poisoned bolt has struck down the Princess Anita on the day of her wedding to Prince
Arutha of Krondor. To save his beloved, Arutha sets out in search of the mytics herb
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called Silverthorn that only grows in the dark and forbidding land of the Spellweavers.
Accompanied by a mercenary, a minstrel, and a clever young thief, he wil confront an
ancient evil and do battle with the dark powers that threaten the enchanted realm of
Midkemia.
One day in 1698, Robert Pyle of Pennsylvania decided to buy a black slave. The next
night he dreamed of a steep ladder to heaven that he felt he could not climb because
he carried a black pot. In the dream, a man told him the ladder was the light of Jesus
Christ and would bear any whose faith held strong; otherwise, the climber would fall.
Pyle woke that morning positive that he should eschew slaves and slavery, having
equated the pot with the slave he wished to buy. In fact, so acutely did this dream
awaken him to his sins that he became a dynamic advocate of liberation. This dream
literally changed his outlook and his life. Teach Me Dreams delves into the dream world
of ordinary Americans and finds that as their self-perception increased, transforming
them on a personal level, so did a revolutionary spirit that wrought momentous political
changes. Mechal Sobel considers dreams recorded in the life narratives of 100 people,
revealing the America of the Revolutionary Era to have been a truly dream-infused
culture in which analysis of dreams was encouraged, and subsequent personal
reevaluation was striking. Sobel uses a wealth of information--letters, diaries, and over
200 published autobiographies from a wide range of "ordinary" people; black, white,
male, female. In these accounts, many previously neglected by historians, dreamers
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explain how their nighttime adventures opened their eyes to aspects of themselves, or
unveiled new paths they should take both personally and politically. Such paths often
led them to challenge those in power. Charting the widely dreamed of opposition
between blacks and whites, men and women, Sobel offers astounding new insights into
how early Americans understood their lives. Her analysis of the dreams and lives of
ordinary Revolutionary-Era people demonstrates links between dreaming, self
reevaluation, and participation in the radically changing politics of the time. This book
will appeal to specialists in the fields of American and African-American history, and
anyone interested in dreams and self-development.
Having successfully driven off an assault and freed captives of Kelvanis, Sistina begins
fortifying to defend those she cares about from further attacks. Yet with all her power
within her halls, she cannot grant those under her protection true freedom. To truly
bring hope to her love, Sistina must delve into who she once was, and bring forth every
scrap of magic she has to become a shining beacon of hope.Sadly, Kelvanis' plans are
only mildly impeded by her efforts up until now, and they will stop at nothing to bring
their ends about. The only question is, whose side is time on?
FBI agent, John Blaine, is launched into a web of international intrigue when his drug
investigation turns up high-tech military smugglers. His enemy: legendary KGB Colonel
Konev whose crack team of former Spetznaz operate as mercenaries to the highest
bidder - a member of the Chinese Politburo seeking power. Konev's advantage is a
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miniature lie detector - Codename: Thunder - stolen from the American President and
used against him during a world crisis. A rogue submarine is sinking ships in the South
China Sea, drawing in China, Japan and America toward a nuclear confrontation. From
America's nuclear Silent Service to her Carrier Battle Groups, the halls of the Forbidden
City to the cities across America, Blaine runs against the clock to stop a plot for nuclear
war and world domination. Michael Mandaville is a writer and filmmaker. His extensive
interest in National Security, Geopolitics and History comes together in "Stealing
Thunder" - based upon strategic assessments of an inevitable conflict with Communist
China. He received his MFA in Professional Writing from the University of Southern
California.
The most comprehensive reference ever compiled about the rich and enduring genre of
comic books and graphic novels, from their emergence in the 1930s to their latecentury breakout into the mainstream. • Includes over 330 entries on comic books and
their creators • Presents the work of 80 contributors—accomplished academics and
librarians who are also fans of comic books and graphic novels • Offers selected
bibliographic listings with the entries • Provides a comprehensive index of artists,
writers, works, characters, genres, and themes
Wanneer het vliegtuig waarin Dawn zich bevindt naar beneden stort en ze denkt dat
haar laatste uur geslagen heeft, realiseert ze zich verbijsterd dat ze niet aan haar
echtgenoot of tienerdochter denkt, maar aan een onbegaan pad van 15 jaar geleden.
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Dawn overleeft de crash en begint met een zoektocht naar antwoorden over de weg die
ze zo lang geleden achter zich heeft gelaten. Nu het lot haar een tweede kans biedt,
lijkt ze niet meer zo zeker van de keuzes die ze heeft gemaakt. Terwijl de twee
verschillende uitkomsten zich aandienen, steken ook de weggestopte twijfels en
geheimen de kop op...
Over the past twenty years, Neil Gaiman has developed into the premier fantasist of his
generation, achieving that rarest of combinations—unrivaled critical respect and
extraordinary commercial success. From the landmark comic book series The
Sandman to novels such as the New York Times bestselling American Gods and
Anansi Boys, from children's literature like Coraline to screenplays for such films as
Beowulf, Gaiman work has garnered him an enthusiastic and fiercely loyal, global
following. To comic book fans, he is Zeus in the pantheon of creative gods, having
changed that industry forever. For discerning readers, he bridges the vast gap that
traditionally divides lovers of "literary" and "genre" fiction. Gaiman is truly a pop culture
phenomenon, an artist with a magic touch whose work has won almost universal
acclaim. Now, for the first time ever, Prince of Stories chronicles the history and impact
of the complete works of Neil Gaiman in film, fiction, music, comic books, and beyond.
Containing hours of exclusive interviews with Gaiman and conversations with his
collaborators, as well as wonderful nuggets of his work such as the beginning of an
unpublished novel, a rare comic and never-before-seen essay, this is a treasure trove
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of all things Gaiman. In addition to providing in depth information and commentary on
Gaiman's myriad works, the book also includes rare photographs, book covers, artwork,
and related trivia and minutiae, making it both an insightful introduction to his work, and
a true "must-have" for his ever growing legion of fans.
De komst van de wolven van Sarah Hall is een tour de force van prachtig proza,
rijkgeschakeerde personages en weelderige natuurbeschrijvingen. Rachel Caine woont
ver weg van de rest van haar familie in een afgelegen deel van Idaho, waar ze wolven
bestudeert. Als ze na een onenightstand zwanger blijkt, komt een telefoontje uit
Engeland als geroepen. De excentrieke graaf van Annerdale biedt haar een baan aan:
ze krijgt de leiding over een project waarmee de wolf in Cumbria geïntroduceerd moet
worden door een wolvenpaar in een omheind gebied uit te zetten. Hoewel Rachel
sceptisch is, reist ze terug naar het dorp waar ze is opgegroeid. En dan blijkt dat niet
iedereen gecharmeerd is van de terugkeer van de wolf. Hall spiegelt de komst van de
wolven en de dracht van de wolvin aan de terugkeer en zwangerschap van Rachel; zo
ontstaat een prachtige roman waarin het bestaan van mens en dier in elkaar
overvloeien. De komst van de wolven van Sarah Hall gaat over seks, liefde en conflict
tegen de achtergrond van het ruige Britse landschap. Een zinnelijke roman over
menselijke en dierlijke instincten. ‘Deze stem uit het hoge noorden van Engeland, met
haar zintuiglijke stijl, is een belangrijke aanwinst voor de Britse literatuur.’ – Trouw
Gothiniad of Surazeus - Oracle of Gotha presents 150,792 lines of verse in 1,948
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poems, lyrics, ballads, sonnets, dramatic monologues, eulogies, hymns, and epigrams
written by Surazeus 1993 to 2000.
Bernard Faure's previous works are well known as guides to some of the more elusive
aspects of the Chinese tradition of Chan Buddhism and its outgrowth, Japanese Zen.
Continuing his efforts to look at Chan/Zen with a full array of postmodernist critical
techniques, Faure now probes the imaginaire, or mental universe, of the Buddhist Soto
Zen master Keizan Jokin (1268-1325). Although Faure's new book may be read at one
level as an intellectual biography, Keizan is portrayed here less as an original thinker
than as a representative of his culture and an example of the paradoxes of the Soto
school. The Chan/Zen doctrine that he avowed was allegedly reasonable and
demythologizing, but he lived in a psychological world that was just as imbued with the
marvelous as was that of his contemporary Dante Alighieri. Drawing on his own dreams
to demonstrate that he possessed the magical authority that he felt to reside also in
icons and relics, Keizan strove to use these "visions of power" to buttress his influence
as a patriarch. To reveal the historical, institutional, ritual, and visionary elements in
Keizan's life and thought and to compare these to Soto doctrine, Faure draws on
largely neglected texts, particularly the Record of Tokoku (a chronicle that begins with
Keizan's account of the origins of the first of the monasteries that he established) and
the kirigami, or secret initiation documents.
Deze door PEN/USA bekroonde roman bewijst nogmaals Le Guins meesterschap. Ze
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schrijft over universele vragen: Welke gaven heb ik? Wat ben ik verplicht aan
familietradities? Kan ik mijn eigen pad kiezen? Een opwindend, ontroerend verhaal dat
prachtig poëtisch tot leven komt. De bewoners van de Oplanden zijn als hun land: fel,
trots en hard. Ze zijn arm, maar hun gaven zijn kostbaar. Sommigen kunnen met één
blik, gebaar of woord dieren roepen, vuur maken of land verplaatsen. Anderen kunnen
ledematen verwringen, een geest onderwerpen, een slopende ziekte geven. Twee
jeugdvrienden besluiten hun gave niet te gebruiken. Het meisje Gry wil geen dieren
naar de slacht roepen. Orrec draagt een blinddoek om te voorkomen dat zijn ogen en
zijn woede doden. Maar kun je je eigen weg gaan als je gave bepaalt wie je bent?
Ursula Le Guin (1929) is een van de grootste sf- en fantasy-auteurs. Haar Aardzeecyclus en romans als De linkerhand van het duister zijn klassiekers. Onder haar
bekroningen bevinden zich de National Book Award en de Pushcart Prize. In 2000
verleende de Library of Congress haar de Living Legends Award.
Peter Hall (1930–2017) is one of the most influential directors of Shakespeare's plays in
the modern age. Under his direction, the Royal Shakespeare Company and the
National Theatre rediscovered Shakespeare as a writer who could comment incisively
on the modern world. Productions such as Coriolanus, The Wars of the Roses and
Hamlet established his reputation as a director able to bring Shakespeare to the heart
of contemporary politics. He later cemented his reputation with epic productions of
Coriolanus and Antony and Cleopatra at the National. With the Peter Hall Company,
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Hall continued to work intensively on Shakespeare, directing plays in the UK and
America. Reviewing Hall's work in its cultural and creative context, this study explores
his approach to directing and rehearsal. This is the first book to analyse all of Hall's
professional Shakespeare productions in a historical context, from the Suez crisis to the
9/11 attacks and beyond.
Heldendicht, daterend uit de 8e eeuw v. Chr.
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